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T

he morning after I dropped out of high school, I
woke up before dawn in my father’s empty house
thinking about the slow death of the universe. It
smelt like Old Spice and middle-aged sadness in the guest
room, and this was probably at least part of the reason for
my thoughts of total cosmic annihilation. The other part I
blame on physics. The class I mean. Not the branch of
science. It was one of the last subjects I tried to study before I
made the decision to liberate myself from Quaker school,
driving five hours through Iowa farm country to make my
daring escape.
I did the drive without stopping, listening to religious
radio fade in and out of classic rock, which sounded something like this: ‘Our God is an awesome Godddddd and . . .
Ooooh that smell. Can’t you smell that smell? The smell of
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death surrounds you!’ All I could smell was fertilizer. And as
the empty fields and pinwheeling wind turbines passed by
my window, I tried not to think too hard about how I had let
things get to this point. And I tried even harder not to think
of the improbable person I had come to love, who would no
longer be in my life.
But back to the universe for a moment.
There seems to be no real consensus about how it’s all
going to end, and that’s what had me worried in the
predawn hours. If the worst is going to happen, as it always
does, I’d at least like to know some details. But current theories are too varied to be of any real help.
Some people think the Big Bang is just going to happen in
reverse. Like: BANG! Everything to nothing! Deal with it
fools! Other people think that outer space is just going to go
dark and cold, stars blinking out like candles on an interstellar birthday cake. And still others think that time itself
will come to an end like an old man’s watch that someone
forgot to wind.
If forced to choose, I’d probably go with the last option.
Not because it sounds like a barrel of laughs. But if it’s all
going to freeze like the last frame of an eighties movie, I
think I could deal with it as long as I get to pick the right
moment.
For example, I could be jumping off a cliff, locked in
flight like a majestic Pegasus. Or I could be mid-hiccup,
frozen in a deranged bodily spasm for all of time. Or maybe I
could just round up all the people I’ve disappointed in the
last few months and issue one giant apology before it all goes
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still. I could shout it through a megaphone. I AM TESS
FOWLER AND I HAVE MADE TERRIBLE MISTAKES!
MY BAD! PLEASE ENJOY THE VOID!
And I guess if someone twisted my arm I might also opt
for an eternal orgasm.
The Long Bang, if you will.
But the key here is that I want the power. I want to know
when it’s going to happen, and I want the ability to choose
my last act when the time comes. Because, lately, I’ve been
feeling like I don’t have much control at all.
Dropping out of high school, as it turns out, is only mildly
empowering. It is remarkably easy, though. All you have to
do is wake up one morning and realize that you are failing
the shit out of all of your classes, you have alienated most of
the people who were once your friends, and you haven’t
really felt like a functioning human being for well over a
month.
At which point, I recommend stealing the last emergency
joint from your room-mate’s Mickey Mouse Band-Aid tin,
walking to the two-lane highway that frames the entrance to
Forever Friends Quaker Academy, and puffing away while
saying goodbye to a place that almost felt like home for a
while. Then I suggest you get in your Ford Festiva and blow
town like a fugitive.
I neglected to wake my room-mate, Emma, before I took
off. She had snuck her boyfriend in again, and they were
locked in a pornographic pretzel hold that defied the imagination. Seriously, they were like conjoined staircases in an
Escher drawing, only naked and with more body hair.
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So, instead of saying goodbye, I left her the twenty-five
bucks I owed her, along with the rest of my orange ginger
body mist, which she was always stealing anyway. Then I
walked out and closed that door for ever.
It sounds harsh but we never really had an honest
conversation in our seven months together. Or even a fight.
True, I was with her that time she didn’t get her period and
we watched clips of Teen Mom on YouTube and cried. But
we weren’t best friends. I’ll never be her maid of honour,
giving a tearful speech at her wedding. And I probably won’t
be giving her a kidney. At least not my favourite one.
But, for the last few months we slept two feet apart in a
room the size of a prison cell. We shared a toothbrush
holder. We held each other’s hair when we got too drunk on
Malibu and our barf smelt like suntan lotion. There’s an
intimacy in that.
I also declined to notify Elaine at Health Services, which I
imagine will come to bite me squarely on the ass sooner or
later. Elaine is the woman who has been talking to me about
my ‘grieving process’ for the last month or so. She is nice
enough, I suppose, and she gives warm hugs. But when I see
the pictures of her dog dressed in Halloween costumes, I am
sad for her. It’s like all the problems of girls like me have
zapped her ability to have a real life. Now all she can do is
worry and walk her spaniel.
Ultimately, though, I just couldn’t deal with another one
of her phone calls, where she asks such painfully earnest
questions while not-so-secretly trying to ascertain whether
or not I am going to off myself at her school. Well, I’m gone
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now, Elaine, so you don’t need to worry about that any more.
I give you permission to be relieved. Have an extra drink at
the staff happy hour this week. You deserve it.
I suppose it’s worth mentioning here that I am squatting in
my father’s home at present, with no immediate plans to
leave it. The house is a sagging two-bedroom in Minneapolis
where he’s lived since his marriage to my mother unravelled
like a bad sweater. And I am back living in it for two reasons
that I can discern.
The first is that it is only a morning’s drive away from my
hippie school in Iowa, and that seemed like a good amount
of time to be in a car with myself. The second is that my
mother is currently on an extended retreat in India with her
new boyfriend, Lars, practising something called ashtanga
yoga, which I take great delight in not picturing. So, I
journeyed to Dad’s bachelor rental, where he runs a funeralplanning business out of my former bedroom.
Yes, you read that correctly.
For the last few years, my father has been trying to find
exciting new angles in the Death business. He has been
doing this despite any real training and a steady lack of
encouragement from nearly everyone he knows.
There are still piles of unfinished coffins in the garage
from his first attempt at ‘artisanal caskets’. And now that
he’s trying to work as a funeral planner, there are pamphlets
all over my old bedroom that say ‘Plan for the Party of Your
Life!’ (Which really means your DEATH. Surprise!)
This is not new behaviour from him, unfortunately, and
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it’s very much part of the reason we don’t talk too often any
more. If I had to be more specific, I would say that most of
the reason we don’t talk is the fact that he drained a college
fund in my name to cover costs for another of his ‘ventures’.
That one was a mobile spa unit he could drive to the homes
of the elderly to perform hot stone massages on their seminude bodies in their driveways. Sweet idea, Dad. How did
that fail to take off?
He was, of course, going to pay the money ‘right back’!
But somehow he just ended up borrowing more from my
mom . . . without asking her. Yet, despite all this, I called him
last night in a moment of weakness. Or desperation. Or
maybe just to give him fair warning about my ruined life.
Anyway, when I got through, I caught him on a beach in
Nantucket, where I immediately heard what sounded like
fireworks launching into the night sky.
‘Duncan Fowler!’ he shouted over a prolonged screech.
‘Dad?’
‘Hello? This is DUNCAN!’
‘DAD. THIS IS TESS!’
The screech came to an end.
‘Tess,’ he said. ‘What’s wrong?’
I couldn’t blame him for asking. The only time he ever
got a call from me was when something was going horribly.
‘Nothing,’ I lied. ‘Nothing is going horribly.’
A deafening explosion stepped on my line.
‘What?’ he said.
‘NOTHING IS WRONG!’ I said. ‘EVERYTHING IS
PERFECT!’
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